The Chenille Sisters
These Emmy Award-winning sisters combine well-crafted songs with a witty sense of humor and airtight harmonies. Their new show features some of the greatest writers of the swing era, who also happen to be women.

Imani Winds
The mission of this young ensemble of African/Latin American heritage is to bring urban classical music to stages around the world. Their performance explores the links between European, African, Latin, and American music.

Kartik Seshadri
Internationally acclaimed Sitar player Kartik Seshadri is one of the world’s foremost interpreters of Indian classical music. His brilliant sitar playing is accompanied by Arup Chattopadhyay on tabla and Penelope Custer on tamboura.

Imani Winds
One of the preeminent jazz pianists of our time, Marcus Roberts synthesizes the entire history of American piano music. His concert presents a special blend of jazz styles from the lilting ragtime of Scott Joplin to the rhythmic brilliance of Thelonious Monk. He is accompanied by Roland Guerin on bass and Jason Marsalis on drums.

Lydia McCauley Ensemble
Lydia McCauley’s songs create an enchanting journey through the past via the textured sounds of her piano and voice and the ensemble’s recorders, flutes, viola, penny whistle, and mandolin.

Marcus Roberts Trio
These three sisters, who are all opera singers, will perform a virtuoso program spanning four centuries and many styles of music, from opera to spirituals.

The Hinds Sisters
The mission of this young ensemble of African/Latin American heritage is to bring urban classical music to stages around the world. Their performance explores the links between European, African, Latin, and American music.

The Chenille Sisters
These Emmy Award-winning sisters combine well-crafted songs with a witty sense of humor and airtight harmonies. Their new show features some of the greatest writers of the swing era, who also happen to be women.

Imani Winds
The mission of this young ensemble of African/Latin American heritage is to bring urban classical music to stages around the world. Their performance explores the links between European, African, Latin, and American music.

Kartik Seshadri
Internationally acclaimed Sitar player Kartik Seshadri is one of the world’s foremost interpreters of Indian classical music. His brilliant sitar playing is accompanied by Arup Chattopadhyay on tabla and Penelope Custer on tamboura.
For nearly one hundred years, Berea College Convocations has made lectures and outstanding events which enliven the intellectual, aesthetic and religious life and to time concerning upcoming events. Persons wishing to assist in the continuation of this tradition are invited to...